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Aug 18, 2016 - Aimersoft Video Editor is an easy-to-use but powerful video editing program that allows you to create any movies and
video projects from video, audio ... With YouCam Makeover, you can significantly improve your digital photos from your Android

smartphone or tablet. The program allows you to choose one of four makeup styles to suit your appearance. After selecting your
makeup style, the program will immediately determine your facial parameters, and find the perfect look for you. More than 300 unique
effects and 30 zoomable filters are built in. All you have to do is to choose and apply the effect you like in the program, or apply all at
once. Features of the program: - Different types of makeup: Smokey-eyes, NUDE, BACKTutorial, Wavy, Nude, Contour, Brows, and
Lips. - 30 unique filters to choose from. - Create your own filters . - Choice of shadow color, lipstick, lip gloss, lip contour, eyeliner,

etc. - A choice of over 300 unique effects. - A variety of makeup brushes. - Use of different types of makeup (daytime, evening,
glamour, photo makeup, etc.). - More than 300 unique effects and shadows. - More than 300 makeup brushes. - Create your own special
effects. - Changing eye color from palette. - Changing lip color. - Choice of hair color, beard, eyebrows, etc. - Changing the color and
shape of the face. - Changing the color of clothes, etc. - Creation of custom effects (emoticons for Facebook, iMessage, Twitter, ICQ,

MSN, etc.). Program features: - Creating high-resolution images. - Saving images in JPEG and PNG formats. - Changing your eyes
color. - Change hair color. - Change skin color. - Change clothes color. - Change face size and shape. - Changing the size and shape of

the body. - Changing the size and shape of the nose. - Changing the size and shape of the mouth. - Changing the size of the eyes. -
Changing the size of the teeth. - Changing the size of the glasses. - Changing the color of hair on your head. - Changing the color of hair

on your body. - Changing the color of your skin. - Changing the size of your eyes, ears, or lips. - Changing the shape of your nose. -
Increasing the volume of the nose. - Changing the shape and volume of the mouth. - Changing the shape of your cheekbones. - Changes
in the shape of fingers, feet, nails. - Dividing the eyebrows, the appearance of wrinkles on the forehead. - Change in the shade of hair

on the head. - A change in the color of the eyes on the head. - A change in the color of the eyes on the body. - Changing the color of the
skin on the face. - Changes in the color of the skin on the face. - Changes in the color of the skin on the body. - Increasing the volume

and length of the nose. - Increase in length and volume of hair. - Increasing the thickness of your nails. - Changing the color of the eyes.
- Changing the shape of the face. - Changing the shape of the body. - Changing the type of shape. - Changing the shape of lips. -

Changing the shape of the breasts. - Changing the shape of your arms and legs. - Changes in hair growth. - Changing the shape of the
nose. - Changing the shape of the chin. - Changing the shape of the ears. - Changing the neck. - Shape modification. - Changing the

shape of the lips. - Changing the shape of the breasts.
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